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Wishes I Keep to Myself:


Wish I could let my hair grow until is spills

past my waist,

My skin to tan to a shade that’s nice,

my spindly limbs to grow strong.


WIsh I could stand out in the woods,

alone.

The night wind blowing the leaves,

and wildlife to carry happiness

like a pianist’s fingers to gracefully dance

across a keyboard.


Wish the moon’s radiance would reflect upon

every last star, twinkling in the night sky

every 

evening.


Wish my pet’s furry paws would some night

finally decide to curl up 

beside my head and rest,

to cease her prowling.


Wish that the raging storm of anger

would cease its howling in my ears,

or better yet,

never show up again.


Wish that the world’s animals

were forever in peace,

and the mere idea

of hunting be forbidden

forever.


Wish the people around the world

sick

scared

homeless

could rest and thrive infinitely,

no more worrying for tomorrow.

Wish the world would 

start to clean up

the pollution we have made

over the years, clouding up like a whirlwind 

of toxic sludge.


Wish that the world’s children could live a

good life, the only thing 

to remember

is joy and happiness.


WIsh the sadness

flitting around the world

would cease its flight.


Wish that the moon, as beautiful as may be,

would give the sun more time to rise,

to shine,

and for people to relish the new day.


But wishes are wishes.

The wind howls.

The peace behind bars.

Joy hidden in corners.

Misery and sadness

is everywhere.


Yet we do not appreciate the gifts 

of gladness, of joy,

or peace.


My final wish is for people

to realize

just how blessed

they are as the sun kisses their cheeks,

the moon shines like a pearl,

and luck is everywhere.


Vivirena Wang

Grade 6


Birthday Wishes
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The Entire World


A place	 	 	 	 	 A place overflowing with


I so clearly remember	 	 	 soft pink creation


as an	 	 	 	 	 	 black metal industrialization


integral part	 	 	 	 	 yet


of my life	 	 	 	 	 vast open


my three-dimensional creations	 	 spaces of learning


constantly watching me	 	 	 often filled


with attentive eyes	 	 	 	 with MathCounts worksheets 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 or assignments


the only ones who see	 	 	 my precious


their creator the 3-D printer	 	 brown


	 	 	 	 	 	 desk
Spencer Martin


Grade 8

	 	 	   I


	 	 see


	 	 	 	 the best


	 I feel


	 	 	 nothing awful


the world


	 	 and humanity


	 stop a minute


	 	 	 and


	 	 	 	 think


   I

  see

 the best

  I feel

  nothing awful

  the world

  and humanity

  stop a minute

  and

  think
Grant Yang

Grade 6

Zoe Tucker
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Open Up


The outside of my locker is an ever browning grey

A silver indent holds a lock that hasn’t been touched since the start of day

The lock is small, silver, red, and three years its age

And little slits have been cut like fishes’ gills or bars of a cage


A simple code, a simple turn, and now the lock is open!

Its silver back now shows its face when its tight hold has become broken

A purple bag is hanging with its curved azure handle

Hanging on a light grey hook with a dull shine like a dim lit candle


And below that heavy bag

Pulling down with a sighing sag

Lie gloves, red, like roses bright

Thick and stiff but still quite light


The locker is average, nothing strange

Neat, cleaned up, not a strangled page

The door will swing its brown grey face

But in the end, it’s a storage place.


Caroline Roberts

Grade 8


Prepared


I’m prepared

Not about to fly out of a cannon


Not about to take a punch

Not like a kid about to open presents


But packing a bag

Prepared to pick up my pencil 


and take a test

Prepared to get up and give my best

Prepared to make a tiny difference

Because the small things add up


Rishabh Gharekhan

Grade 8

Scott Goldban

Grade 7

Dylan Jansky

Grade 8
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Spelling Bee


	 “P-e-r-p-i-n-d-c-u-l-a-r,” DING! “I’m sorry that is incorrect; please take a seat,” said the judge as I 
silently cursed under my breath. It was the final round of the Yonkers City-Wide Spelling Bee, and I was 
seemingly floundering. I missed my word, and with four people left in the competition, I didn’t know if I 
was going to get a second chance.

	 “Speller number 13, please come up to the stage.” I let out a sigh of relief. That was me.

	 “Your word is ‘zucchini’,” said the judge.

	 “Zucchini,” I repeated the word. I took a moment and allowed for a few seconds of deep thought.

	 All of my spelling practice, hours reading the dictionary and mental conditioning culminated in that 
moment. I also knew that my Italian grandmother would be angry if I spelled this word wrong having 
eaten it on so many Sundays with her.

	 “Zucchini,” I repeated the word once more. “Z-u-,” I stopped for a second. I silently asked myself, 
Two c’s or one? I knew that this was a make-it or break-it situation. I bit my lip and took a chance.

	 I continued, “Z-u-c-c-h-i-n-i.” I looked out into the crowd in search of desperate validation as I 
took a deep breath.

	 The worst part is over, I told myself.

	 No bell ring? I whispered.

	 “That is correct,” the judge said after what seemed like an eternity. I sighed in relief as the crowd 
congratulated me in the form of a cacophony of claps and whistles. I was proud, but I knew that if the 
next speller spelled his word correctly, I would be back up on center stage.

	 “Your word is fluorescent.” The speller cringed as I grinned in the corner. He proceeded to 
absolutely butcher the word, resulting in my Third Place victory. After the last two spellers competed for 
First Place, our pictures were taken, which would later be published in the city newspaper. When I 
approached my family, I was met with a shower of congratulatory hugs and kisses. 

	 “We’re so proud of you,” I must have heard about a hundred times from each of my family 
members, my grandma especially. She admitted to me that although she cooked zucchini so much, she 
had no idea how to spell the word. I was very proud of myself that night. It showed my ability to perform 
under pressure and implement my studying. In hindsight, I knew that I could have placed better, but it 
was still an accomplishment, as I was able to meet Mayor Mike Spano and received recognition from 
many government officials, such as the governor and state representative.


Lani Hartmann

Grade 6

Julia Kawai

Grade 8

Luka Masic

Grade 8
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‘Treasure Island’


Little Women telling stories,

making time pass through the icy, barren winter


A girl in her luscious, green garden

Teaching others to cherish life as she does


A boy fighting in war,

A young woman documenting war from hiding


Science tales of longitude and clocks,

Scientists large and small observing and inventing


Betrayal, love, anger, fear, joy

All in the dense, green forest


with its twisted, tangled vines of plot scattered about

On the outskirts are torn pages,

beige like the sand on the beach

And finally the blue wall behind,


Acting like a vast blue ocean

Surrounding my shelf


Surrounding my treasure island.


Lily Kronenberg

Grade 8


The ball was nothing less of luxury

From pantaloons to ruffs to capes

And the work for the servants was drudgery

But this was before two lovers were not able to escape

The Capulet Ball had a sense of sophistication

From the deluxe meals and beautiful gowns

The start of a great love began at this occasion

And Juliet was the most gorgeous girl in town

At the ball, some people were merry

However, one person was enraged

Because the Montagues and Capulets were adversaries

So their love was forbidden like an animal encaged

Romeo and Juliet began a relationship with heat

But the ending was bittersweet.


Kasmira Gupta

Grade 8

Audrey Heidbreder

Grade 6

Victoria Capobianco

Grade 8 
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The night drew open its tar black curtains

The light encased within the wealthy’s ball

Began a time when fate was uncertain

A fateful meeting meets tragedy’s call


The voice of young Romeo when he spoke

Tybalt knew, and his anger it would sate

Hate of Montagues nullified the cloak

No mask could hide the soul from bitter hate


Did destiny dictate the locked on eyes

Of Romeo on heaven’s graceful maid

The dove Juliet shrouded by a guise

Each unaware of love their names forbade


Their tragedy began right when they met

Despite their ancestry their love was set


Caroline Roberts

Grade 8

Well, only a half fortnight ago

There was the marvelous Capulet Ball

Along with our dear friends, we made merry though

Tybalt wanted to start a massive brawl


Romeo and Juliet were in love

While Father Capulet kept very calm

And he was peaceful as a milk white dove

Romeo did not remember his qualm


Handsome men and beautiful women danced

They graced the hall through the long mellow night

While graceful women with dark green wreaths pranced

Until the sun was nearly almost bright


Last, the ancient bond of peace was now doomed

When the new couple’s forbidden love bloomed


Rishabh Gharekhan

Grade 8

Art Haiku


I take out the paint

It flies across the canvas


And then it is done


Ashley Jakubowicz

Grade 7

Ashley Jakubowicz

Grade 7

Ryan Miller

Grade 7
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Rachel Wolfe

Grade 7

JOY


Joy is the bright yellow that comes from the sun.

It sounds like the splashes you and your friends make on a warm summer day.

It smells like the cookies your mom makes before a party.

It tastes like warm fudge from the days you stuff your face with ice cream.

Joy feels like when your sled hits the snow on a snow day.


Julia Genin

Grade 6

UNCERTAINTY is a light blue-gray

It sounds like an awkward silence, everybody waiting for someone else to speak


It smells like fog before sunrise

It tastes like bad food a chef is proud of


Uncertainty feels like forgetting something you need to know


Jonah Dichter

Grade 6

CREATIVITY


Creativity is bluish purple.

It sounds like the swishing of a paint brush.

It smells like the fresh paint on your canvas.

It tastes like a new dish that you invented.


Creativity feels like brainstorming new ideas

that you never thought of.


Lara Wellen

Grade 6

BLISS is a neon orange

It sounds like cheering when your team scores on a Sunday


It smells like the ocean on a warm, cheerful summer day in August.

It tastes like warm chocolate chip cookies right out of the oven on a cold, winter night.


Bliss feels like winning a prize while playing a carnival game by the boardwalk.


Matthew Ingles

Grade 6


ANGER is flaming red

It sounds like an explosion in my ears


It smells like the smoke of a burning fire

It tastes like a hot pepper stinging my mouth


Anger feels like being torn apart in two.


Abigail Fine

Grade 6

Kayla Hunt

Grade 8
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STRESS is midnight black.

It sounds like an alarm clock in the morning after a night of terrible sleep.


It smells like chlorine from the pool right before a championship swim race.

It tastes like strong bitter coffee right before staying up and studying all night.


Stress feels like giving a long speech to a large audience.


Ivan Sinyavin

Grade 6

SADNESS is midnight blue

It sounds like the moan of a baby whale.


It smells like a rainy day.

It tastes like shimmering tears running down my face.


Sadness feels like an aching heart.


Jonathan Wallach

Grade 6

OPTIMISM is light yellow

It sounds like laughter in a dark, gloomy storm

It smells like fire burning during a power outage


It tastes like a ripe berry, while the others 

are only beginning to grow


Optimism feels like a light in a dark room


Anton Gustafsson

Grade 6

VULNERABILITY is target red.

It sounds like the creaking of the floors that should be housing only you.


It smells like the cigarette smoke from the stranger who passed you at night.

It tastes like a bitter cold ice cream that is too cold for your teeth to handle.

Vulnerability feels like beating eyes looking at you in a dark and stark room.


Maeve Jacobson

Grade 6

Danielle Goldman

Grade 8
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PRIDE is a deep purple

It sounds like a thank you speech after winning an Oscar


It smells like salty tears of joy running down your face

after getting accepted into college


It tastes like a steak at a restaurant you went to

to celebrate a good report card


Pride feels like a firm pat on the back from your father


Tal Blaustein

Grade 6


SERENITY is a light aquamarine.

It sounds like the whooshing of the waves at sunset.


It smells like the small burning rocks in the sauna.

It tastes like fresh, warm tap water 


on a cold winter’s night.

Serenity feels like the cool breeze near the edge


of the ocean shore.


Jeremy Ng

Grade 6

CONTEMPLATION is sky blue.

It sounds like the silence of outer space.


It smells like the air on a clear, starry evening.

It tastes like a piece of refreshing, frigid blue ice.


Contemplation feels like the tranquility of deep reflection.


Alex Horvath

Grade 6

Kayla Song

Grade 8

JOY is a bright yellow

It sounds like laughter with friends


on a Friday night

It smells like the first day of spring


It tastes like buttered popcorn

while watching a silly movie


Joy feels like laughing until your sides hurt


Eleanor Barnea

Grade 6

FRUSTRATION is angry red

It sounds like nails getting scratched on a chalk board


It smells like the dirty mud left on my new rain boots after rainfall

It tastes like burnt steak that took three hours to make


Frustration feels like breaking your ankle before a championship game


Samantha Medvinsky

Grade 6

Jessie Liu

Grade 8
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	 I fell, and would just keep on falling. 
And I knew it wouldn’t stop. Nevertheless, 
I reached out in my desperation, but my 
fingers grasped at thin air, and nothing 
else. Nothing that could help me, anyway, 
that much I knew for sure. So, I gave up. I 
now know that that was what they had 
wanted me to do, and I knew it then, too, 
even if I wouldn’t admit it, not even to 
myself. 


	 Maybe if I had, I wouldn’t be falling 
so far. Maybe if I had, it would stop. 
Maybe, if I had...just admitted to myself 
that for once in my life I was wrong, maybe 
I would have the wings I needed to stop 
falling, but I didn’t. So, I continued to fall.


Anastasia Stefanou

Grade 7


Katherine Roberts

Grade 8

Anastasia Stefanou

Grade 7

Shadow


I see him when I’m walking

I see him when I’m talking

I see him when I’m outside

He’s always by my side

He follows me everywhere

He even has the same hair ... style

I named him Bob

And he’s good at his job

Which is following me around

Without making a sound


Victoria Han

Grade 7
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From day to day,

the air turns gray,

the stars in the night sky

put out with fear.


Fear and ignorance.

A smile here. A chuckle there.

An instance of ignoring here

And slowly the moonlight fades away.


They may ruin me,

but they cannot get rid of me.

They can tear me down,

but they will never break the wall 

to my dignity.


I am important. I am strong.

The treatment cannot go on any longer.

This is the fire that starts the fight.

I’m getting out of this silent night.


Eve Mainster

Grade 8

I’ll Say Goodbye


Although death separates us for now, I know we will meet again.

My tears will dry. No more I’ll cry and a new life will begin.


It’s hard to have to let go and I still don’t understand.

It’s so hard when memories start to flow

Of all the good times that we planned.


Some days I sit upon the couch and your memories linger on.

I hear you laugh. I see your face and it’s here where you belong,


but then I stop

and ask myself, “Would it be the best for you?”


It’s not right to wish you back on earth,

When I know what you went through.


Be free, my love, I’ll let you go. Your life was not in vain.

You touched so many lives on earth


With your laugh and through your pain.

I’ll live my life as God has planned. I’ll hold my head up high.


I’ll treasure all the time that we had

and with that I’ll say “good-bye.”


Julia Lebow

Grade 7

Sophia Yazdi

Grade 6

Jessica Solodar

Grade 8

Joseph Gindi

Grade 8
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Apology


I’m sorry Earth

I know that you are suffering right about now

We have been cutting your forests

Killing your animals,

And generally making a nuisance of ourselves

I know that we keep making false promises to get better but

We always revert to killing you

I’m sorry Earth

For all that we have done to you.


Wyatt Coleman

Grade 8

Ashley George

Grade 7

Emily Hansen

Grade 7

Margarida Ferreira

Grade 7
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Gracefully


Gracefully the princess dances on the tower,

Gracefully the butterfly lands on a flower.

Gracefully the ballerina jumps over the mice,

Gracefully the ice skater glides on the ice.


Gracefully the seagull flies over the bay,

Gracefully the panther attacks its prey.

Graceful is a flower petal - but most graceful of all,

The fairy godmother dancing all around the ball.


Claire Kassabian

Grade 6

Sixth Grade ‘Adverb Poems’

Gently


Gently the giant sleeps tonight

Gently the wind carries the kite

Gently the planes touch the ground

Gently the wolves make their sound


Gently the birds fly across the farm

Gently the horses explore the barn

Gentle are waves - but gentlest of all

The mother when baby begins to bawl


Jeremy Mann

Grade 6


Isabella Lelis

Grade 8

Emma Hochberg

Grade 7
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Silently


Silently the shadows grow in the streets.

Silently the boats glide in fleets.

Silently the cat walks on the wall.

Silently the tiger sleeps at nightfall.


Silently the snow floats to the ground.

Silently the sun goes around.

SIlent is the night - but the most silent of all

The voice of a little girl’s doll.


Maggie Peng

Grade 6

Noisily


Noisily the horse stomps his large feet

Noisily the butcher chops the raw meat

Noisily the shark chomps on his meal

Noisily the mouse decides to squeal


Noisily the train chugs under the bridge

Noisily the man slams the hard fridge

Noisy is the horn - but noisiest of all

The crowd on Black Friday destroying the mall


Noah Kaller

Grade 6

Charlotte Meyers

Grade 8

Lilac Lin

Grade 6

Javin Edlitz

Grade 6
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Lazily


Lazily the squirrel lies on a tree,

Lazily the sloth cut itself free,

Lazily the old man lay on a couch,

Lazily the kangaroo lay in its pouch.


Lazily the panda slept in a hat,

Lazily the pigs in a pen chat,

Lazy is the opossum - but laziest of all

The koala who sleeps without making a fall.


Lilac Lin

Grade 6

Sadly


Sadly the tears dropped down her face

Sadly the boy was now in disgrace,

Sadly the man bent down and fell

Sadly the coin did not reach the well.


Sadly her heart was broken

Sadly his words will never be spoken

Sad are the mourners - but saddest of all

The boy who never got to play ball.


Isabelle Haller

Grade 6


Calmly


Calmly the women stroll in the park

Calmly the birds sing in the dark

Calmly the kids play in the sand

Calmly the boy explores the land


Calmly the girl plays with her cat

Calmly the mouse hides under the mat

Calm is the moon - but calmest of all

The waves roll in after the high tide falls


Elizabeth Fine

Grade 6

Fiercely


Fiercely the night shines bright with stars,

Fiercely the cavalry heeds the tsar.

Fiercely the man attacks the foe,

Fiercely the husky runs in snow.


Fiercely the baby cries at night,

Fiercely the dragon takes his flight.

Fierce is the elephant - but most fierce of all

A man and a tiger in a brawl.


Sara Wong

Grade 6

Jonah Dichter

Grade 6
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Brightly


Brightly the moon lays out its path,

Brightly the sword shines in the bloodbath.

Brightly the stars stare at the earth,

Brightly the man knows what is worth.


Brightly the lights tower above us,

Brightly the boy ignores the fuss.

Bright is the brain - but brightest of all

The sun shines on after the night’s recall.


Eitan Rub

Grade 6

Joyfully


Joyfully the jester plays for the queen,

Joyfully the leader shakes his tambourine.


Joyfully the woman claps her hands,

Joyfully the player waves to his fans.


Joyfully the dolphin plays with its toy,

Joyfully the gorilla carries a boy.


Joyful are the bride and groom - but most joyful of all

The new parents’ baby curls up against the wall.


Eli Gelblum

Grade 6

Regularly


Regularly the school day is six hours.

Regularly the chocolate cake needs some flour.

Regularly the watch needs to be set.

Regularly the man would forget.


Regularly the dog needs to be walked.

Regularly the door needs to be locked.

Regular is the customer - but most regular of all

The students who are always running across the hall.


Nathaniel Vasserman

Grade 6

Devin Goldman

Grade 7
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Sydney Ornstein

Grade 7
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Sunset, Sunrise


I lie in my chair

the sun at the horizon


the once bright blue sky

now orange and purple


The once rowdy streets 

now sitting quiet


little children ready for bed

I am starting the show


the sun vanishes

from the sky


the diamond fiery stars

contrast on a sky of ebony


the next morning

I’m perched in my chair


observing the sun

climb over the horizon


the sky turns from black

into the morning


or tangerine and lemon

and bright clouds


the show is over

but it was a superb one


to see the next show

tonight is the time


to watch the sunset

turn to sunrise


Brendan Feldgoise

Grade 6


Ella Schulhof

Grade 7

Wind Howling


Awoken from my nightmarish dreams,

The sounds of wind, howling

Its fists beating against my windows


Branches scraping,

Like fingernails against the chilled glass.


Shadows creeping across the room

seeking, searching,

a lost child.


Wind howling still,

Like the ongoing, mournful cry of a wolf,

baying at the full moon.


On and on cries the wind

Forever searching for ears to listen,

longing to be heard.


Karina Dierking

Grade 6
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The Sunrise


I lie 

on the cold,

jagged stone,

expecting

the moment.

I wait for it to rise.


The smell of pine trees

fills my nose.

The wet freshness

of morning dew

envelops me.

I wait for it to rise.


Tremendous cliffs

surrounding me.

Fluffy puffs of white

appear in the sky.

I wait for it to rise.


The chatting

of hundreds

swarms around me.

Birds chirping,

chipmunks squeaking.

I wait for it to rise.


I see the light

peek out

behind the mountains.

Pink, purple, orange, and yellow.

The colors of natural beauty.

It has risen.


Eve Rich

Grade 6

Reflecting


Lakes,

lakes,

lakes,

lakes,


in the Catskill Mountains.


Glistening

glassy

lake,

cold,


perfect,

no movement


a piece of glass

fresh


naturally

silent


sanctuary


Betsy Harris

Grade 6

Danielle Eforo

Grade 7

Natalie Dowd

Grade 7
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The Tree


The tree

looks frozen in time

the branches spread out,

like the wings of a bird

yet unmoving in the breeze,

leaden with snow.


The tree

looks frozen in time

its bark glistening

form the soft glow

as the sun

sets the world ablaze

with a golden hue.


Yuji Sawabe

Grade 6

Dawn of the Trees


Branches

stretching,


up

to the inky black sky.

Dancing snowflakes


flit,

through the air,


onto the trunks and roots

of the trees.


Pink, orange, red, blue, and yellow

are painted


onto a dark canvas.

Spreading colors


around the

slender forms.


A wind picks up.

The young talented trees dance,


the elders watch with pride swaying

their branches


to the beat.

Dawn has come.

Dawn has come.


Tierney Burke

Grade 6

Samantha Scheffler

Grade 8

Charlotte Bonanno

Grade 7
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It’s Almost Time


It’s almost time

for the birds to fly

It’s almost time


for the flowers to sprout

It’s almost time for the cold to pass


Spring is here

So we’ll make it last

We’ll play outside


We’ll swim in the pools

We’ll make it last because


It’s almost time


We don’t want it to go

It was so great


So peaceful

And soothing


But everything ends

Only one more day we’ll make it count


But nevertheless

It’s almost time.


James Klein

Grade 7


Wind


Wind, wind

so gentle and smooth


make a breeze

to make us soothe


You come to us

when we are sad

you come to us


when we are mad


The only thing it can do

is make the day

the same for you


Marie LaCoudre

Grade 6

The Circle of Seasons


Winter begins

I see the snow

Perched on top of the branches

A sparkling glow


The leaves disappear

and fall to the ground

We won’t see them again

Until spring comes around


Spring is now approaching,

The blossoming season is near

A colorful few weeks,

a great time of year.


The air is warm,

the trees have leaves

No more jackets

only short sleeves.


Now it is summer,

the temperature is high

Kids are enjoying ice cream

under the blue sky.


Summer has ended,

it’s time for fall

piles of leaves

standing very tall.


As I look around my garden,

and see the flowers blossom

I truly understand

how the change of seasons is awesome.


Will Reed

Grade 6

Shiv Mehra

Grade 7
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A Different Kind of Closet


	 “Goodnight,” my mother breathed out on a kiss. The light clicked, almost 
matching the click of the lock on my door as it shut, and all was dark. You may think I 
get scared to turn off the light, but no, I try to keep them off as much as possible so the 
monsters can’t find me. The closet was watching me. I knew it, it always was. I felt a 
shiver run down my spine and I curled up to my pillow, afraid of the towering closet. My 
pillow soothed me, making each breath more drifting. 

	 I closed my eyes and came to trust the closet. Maybe the closet was 
misunderstood. Maybe it wants not to be frightening but relaxing and protective. I 
thought of my closet differently now. It was the leader of my room, towering over my 
bed. It protected my valued items, my clothing. I always thought the closet trying to 
release monsters to lurk in my room and find me. No, now I know what the closet 
wants...it traps the monsters and holds them tight; doesn’t let them find me or get out 
into my room. Yes, that’s it; my beloved closet loved and protected me from the 
monsters. It loved me and now I see that...and I too love my closet, and everything 
about it.


Sophia Sipe

Grade 7

Forgiveness Poem


I am sorry if I ever let you down

I am sorry if I was ever not around

I am sorry if I was ever unkind

I am sorry if I have ever made you feel left behind


I am sorry if I ever left you out

I am sorry if I ever made you feel self doubt

I am sorry if I ever hurt your heart

I am sorry if I made you feel less than smart


I am sorry if I ever made you feel sad

I am sorry if I have ever made you mad

I am sorry if I have ever made you feel small

I am sorry if I ever made you feel like you were

	 worth nothing at all


Liat Blumenfeld

Grade 8

Elizabeth Fine

Grade 6 

Amy Saxon

Grade 6
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	 During this vacation I stayed in my quiet household and did a lot of amusing activities. 
On Friday, January 1, I traveled to New York City with my loud, disruptive but fun family and 
cousins, who I care about dearly. We went to “Escape the Room” for a fun activity without 
knowing that it would be a very aggravating hour of our lives. My family and I were locked 
inside a room for an hour.

	 The room looked as if we were locked inside a dungeon. We chose the option of 
‘apartment building’ because we thought it would be interesting. Also, watching Friends made 
my heart beat faster meaning that they live in apartments. When we stepped in, I could almost 
smell grey paint on the walls and the determination that had been there a couple of minutes 
before from another group. While listening to the rules and instructions, I was eager to start 
the game. When the clock started, I rushed to find a clue, but my cousins found one before I 
got to it. All gathering around pillows with numbers on them, we thought of things it could 
mean. The numbers were for a lock in the room which led to a clue in the fridge. Luckily we 
had my cousin, Max, who had done “Escape the Room” before, and my brother, Matthew, 
who is an engineer, to guide us through the process. I eagerly knew that we would be out of 
there in no time. Unfortunately, it wasn’t as straightforward as that.

	 We had to go through many obstacles, which took hard thinking and time. We picked 
our last lock and were ready to press the big green button saying, “Push to Exit”. Excited to 
get out of the room, we realized that we had reached one more lock! Not knowing how to 
open it we were running out of time...only five minutes left on the clock. We had used up all of 
our clues, which wasn’t great for us. We ended up searching the room to find a clue when it 
was actually right in front of us. Anxious to find this last annoying clue, there was sweat 
dripping down our faces like we were swimming in the ocean. We glanced at everything and 
touched all of the items in the room: the couch, window, and even the toilet. 

	 BING! 00:00 on the clock. Done. All disappointed in ourselves, we were still trying to 
figure out the last little clue. A pool of mixed emotions floated over all of our heads. Sadness, 
disappointment, put down. When the workers finally let us out and told us how we were so 
close to finishing, we were startled that we hadn’t figured it out. We had gone through so 
much trouble and thinking to end up like this. 

	 I did still have a lot of fun, and I would like to do it again so I can beat the clock next 
time. It was a very nice night later; we went to go eat dinner which made my taste buds tingle 
and we talked about how great and challenging the game was. Although we didn’t win the 
game, it was good that we kept on trying and moved on.


Julia Kushnick

Grade 7

Avery Bensche

Grade 6

Helen Marino

Grade 8
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The Tango


The Tango is a dance that is like no other,

As serious as school, as smooth as butter.


Spelling T-A-N-G-O like the ABCs,

Rocking back and forth counting 1, 2, 3.


Look over your shoulder, a dramatic corte’

The movement shows beauty like an original Monet.


The music seems louder, as we walk in,

One arm in the air the scorpion we begin.


By the time the Tango has come to an end,

We’ll think it’s too short and want to start again.


Steven Lee

Grade 7

Passion


Passion is deep orange

It sounds like the choir singing “Hallelujah”

It smells like three shots of double espresso


It tastes like a big bowl of ghost chili peppers

Passion feels like a puppy chasing a tennis ball


Trent Lee

Grade 6

Luisa Mendes

Grade 8

David Peng

Grade 8
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The literary pieces on the following pages were written by students from Mrs. Kathy Connon’s 

8th grade class during a Red Bandanna Project to pay tribute to and support the Welles Remy 

Crowther Foundation and all people affected by 9/11.

The Hero in the Red Bandanna


By the Merriam-Webster dictionary,

A hero is defined


As a person who is admired for brave acts;

And when we think of Welles, this comes to mind.


September 11, 2001

Was when Welles Remy Crowther


Risked his life for many others

By going up the South Twin Tower.


He stays in our hearts,

Always will remain #19.


Being a real hero

Is how he is seen.


The man in the red bandanna,

Something so many people wear.


They represent his courage,

They show how much they care.


He saved so many people.

They could not thank him more.


He served as a brave man,

Like he always was before.


All of his life he volunteered.

He had so much pride.


But it wasn’t until that day,

As a hero he was identified.


Welles Remy Crowther

Is now a name that is renown,


Because he went up

So that others could come down.


Nicole Prince

Grade 8

The Real Meaning of Courage


It is a characteristic like none other,

only certain people have it.


It saves lives and shows strength

Only real heroes have it.


The ability to sacrifice yourself

for someone else.


To act with selflessness

in times of danger.


To reunite a family,

when they thought they would sob.


That is courage, bravery, and selflessness,

all things we need.


The world should have more courage

instead of all of its greed.


Sebastian Hagenbuch

Grade 8


Ashley George

Grade 7
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Resilience


This is written from the perspective of my oldest brother, Jake, who is now 
twenty-one years old, at the University of Southern California


I was sixteen years old,

An ordinary kid in high school,


However, all in one night,

My life would change forever.


Crossing a street in Spain,

Unaware of what was about to happen,


I was having a fabulous summer,

Until everything went wrong.


My friends saw it happen,

I was hit by an SUV


Going sixty miles an hour,

On a highway flooded with cars.


The toughest challenge of my life came next,

Struggling to return to my normal self,


Unable to play with my brothers,

Throwing the football in the yard.


I often thought, “Why me?”

Why did God have to do this?


Allowing me to cross the street,

Suffering severe injuries.


It was a long way back to the top,

Countless hours of work,


Often crying myself to sleep,

Unable to get out of my nightmare.


However, once I began to heal

It was the greatest feeling on Earth,


Throwing the football in the yard

With my brothers again,


Being able to regain the strength I once had.


RESILIENCE


Jason Sarachek

Grade 8

A Hero


One who puts others ahead of 
themselves,


One who always finds a way to help,

A hero.


One who always wants the best for others,

One who enjoys helping and making 

differences,

A hero.


One who can thrive in the spotlight,

One who shows courage at all times,


A hero.


One who is passionate for all people,

One who is determined and perseveres


through challenges,

A hero.


One who makes a huge impact on the 
lives of others,


One who is a leader when chaos breaks 
out,


Welles, a hero.


Marc Ifrah

Grade 8

Emily Hansen

Grade 7
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Fear


	 Sometimes, I feel like the world is trying to eat me whole.

	 I over-think too much, my hands shake, I can’t help but panic over the littles things. I fear the 
world, and the world fears me; because I hold anger at almost everything in my life.

	 I was watching Spiderman last year, the second one, and it got to the part where we were ten 
minutes in. I saw the parents in the plane, fighting, sacrificing themselves for their son. And I felt 
myself struggling to breathe. I felt my hands tremble, tears pooled around my eyes, and before I 
knew it, I was panicking and having an anxiety attack.

	 Over the summer we got stuck in an elevator, and I nearly dropped to the floor in tears. And 
now lately, my family and I have been discussing moving, and it’s been terrifying me like never 
before. I get that feeling, that same feeling I didn’t have to deal with as a little kid, fear.

	 This happens often for me.

	 Some people don’t get it. They look at me funny, and sometimes when that happens, if makes 
me feel funny, because I feel so utterly behind everyone, like I have the fear level of a five-year-old.

	 But this year, Mrs. Connon talked about Welles Remy Crowther during class, and she talked 
about all the good that he did. It was the first time in a long time that I felt okay with myself, because 
I understood that he didn’t go with the idea that everything was going to be okay. There were flames, 
there were people crying, people sobbing. There was ash as the building was about to collapse. 
People were dying.

	 Welles felt fear.

	 I would never say I feel the fear he felt during his last moments, and I can’t say what he did or 
what he thought.

	 I have learned that it’s okay to be afraid, and it’s okay to doubt yourself at times. I’m forever 
grateful that he did what he did. Welles was no ordinary person, he was a human being. I look at the 
poster that hangs on the board, and I see those buildings, and I think of Welles. I think of his bravery, 
and I think of everything he did, those lives he saved, and I think he is a true guardian angel.

	 We don’t see many people like Welles. We really don’t. And it’s not because they are bad 
people, or because they are cowards, it’s because everyone feels something. Fear. That same 
feeling. And if I’m getting freaked over a move, I can’t imagine what I would do if 9/11 were to have 
taken place as of late.

	 But I have learned what courage is. I am ready to face it, everything. One step at a time. I’m 
ready to move on and steady myself. If the lift stops, call for help and look for a way out. If the movie 
scares me, I’ll squeeze my parent’s hand. If I’m afraid of the move, I’ll talk to an adult instead of 
pretending everything is okay. Because it’s okay to not be okay.

	 I’m not okay. I’m not okay at all. I have scary stuff that I have to think about, and I’m thirteen, 
I’m trying to be a kid. But I will be okay, because my loved ones and my friends are here with me. 
And for now that is enough.

	 I look up to Welles; I think he inspires me everyday. I’m still afraid, and I probably always will 
have that side of me that panics and gets anxious.

	 If he is looking down on me, I just want him to know that I’m forever thankful. The world is 
eternally grateful; those people he saved are thankful. And although I’m not very religious, I know if 
there is a heaven, Welles is in it. And in another life, in another world, he is still a brave young man. 
He’s still my hero, and America’s hero.

	 As my favorite quote says, “Courage does not mean you don’t feel fear; courage means you 
do not let fear stop you.”


Daniela Dawson

Grade 8
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What Really is a Hero?


When you google the word Hero, these are the words you read:

“A man of distinguished courage or ability, admired for his 


noble qualities and brave deed”


Welles Remy Crowther was a man who was born to save

There was never anyone who was as loyal and as brave.


On September 11, 2001, he did what not many could have done.

He climbed up burning towers, so that out others could come.


Today we wear a red bandanna just like Welles did, 

for that was his trademark.


He carried that bandanna everywhere, on the field, in the tower,

in the light and in the dark.


He sacrificed his life out of love for family, friends, and strangers.

Welles went up the twin towers so others could come down,


despite all of the dangers.


So next time somebody does not know the definition of hero,

no need to find a browser,


Just think of love, compassion, sacrifice, and courage, 

and think of Welles Remy Crowther.


Charlotte Meyers

Grade 8

Hero


9/11 is a day that will be remembered by us all

When the buildings came down that once stood so tall.


That day changed us all forever,

The only way to get through is to stick together.


There were many innocent people who died,

And many heroes who truly tried.


A man named Welles Remy Crowther showed great courage,

although there was fear he would not be discouraged.


He sacrificed himself for the good of many,

He was truly a hero at only age twenty.


He went up the building so others could come out, 

His selflessness and bravery nobody can doubt.


To think of this time will make people cry,

to live up to his memory we should all try.


Ashley Berson

Grade 8
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The Real Heroes


Heroes don’t fly in the skies wearing capes

Heroes put their own lives in peril to save someone else’s


Heroes don’t finish first in the race of life with their super speed

Heroes come last in the race of life to make sure others finish


Heroes don’t wear costumes and spandex

Heroes wear normal clothes and are quick to act in the face of danger


Heroes don’t have secret identities and secret lairs

Heroes are people we know who walk amongst us in our normal lives


Heroes don’t save damsels in distress from their arch enemies

Heroes save normal people when they cannot save themselves


Heroes are not given super powers in a tragic accident

Heroes are people with the bravery to do something they know may hurt themselves


Heroes aren’t people we see in comic strips

Heroes are people like firemen and police who have the bravery and selflessness


to save someone else


Heroes are brave, selfless, noble, courageous, inspiring, and fearless

Welles was a hero.


Henry Lazarus

Grade 8

Travis Richards
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